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Abstract: Aerospace vehicles are demanded to withstand harsh conditions with a low weight
impact. Composites have been increasingly adopted to meet such performances but they are
affected by sudden and barely visible failures when subjected to low velocity impacts. The design
criteria and the maintenance tasks in a damage tolerant approach are unavoidably compromised.
Structural Health Monitoring is expected to avoid typical accommodations employed during design
and lifetime management by achieving a cost-effective and on condition maintenance. This paper
describes the use of guided ultrasonic waves excited and sensed by permanently attached piezoelectric
transducers for detection and localization of unforeseen and hidden flaws in composite structures.
A composite stiffened structures designed for real scale components is investigated to test a
multi-parameter detection technique capable of predicting different wave features affected by
hidden failures to detect any possible change in the structure. Usually, propagation behavior is
exploited to detect changes in the waveguide focusing on the analysis of an intrinsic feature of the
propagating wave. Numerical simulations and measurements carried out on a real-scale aircraft
structure demonstrate that increasing the observed characteristics improves the result making efficient
the diagnosis. Furthermore, it is shown that accounting a multi-parameter analysis of ultrasonic
data enhances the localization reliability making use of the same reconstruction algorithm with data
fusion approach while facing with different kind of damages.
Keywords: aerospace structures; composites; impact detection; structural health monitoring; guided waves

1. Introduction
Performances are key concerns in the field of transportation engineering where aerospace vehicles
require safer structures with as little consumption as possible. To achieve higher performances with
lighter components, composite materials replaced classic aluminum alloys even in primary structures.
An important aspect consists of the flexible design of the structure according to tailorable properties
of composite materials [1], making them even more efficient for load cases and conditions typically
withstood by aerostructures [2]. Moreover, aircrafts made of composites require far fewer parts, so there
is less to bolt together and the possibility to create structural components with fewer connections
possible. Looking for operational efficient aircrafts, the use of composites improves passenger comfort.
Furthermore, composites are even tougher than aluminum alloys and the higher durability should
allow maintenance costs to be much lower than for aluminum planes.
However, random events such as certain low velocity impacts may induce damages which
are typically more severe and even less visible than in metals [3]. The mixed crack–delamination
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evolution characterizing the impact mechanics of composites results in a very small surface indentation
even when the through thickness damage is much greater than an emerging flaw. The damage
tolerance approach, which usually avoids rough safety factors in favor of inspection procedures
and structural design concepts to protect safety [4], introduces a sort of “defect” factor based on
degree of detectability for establishing minimum damage tolerance residual strengths for composite
structures [5]. Such residual strength is that connected with external visibility, much lower than the
material ultimate strength. To accomplish the presence of hidden failures due to barely visible damages,
the design strain level is knocked down for both ultimate and limit combined load [6]. According to
Boeing design manuals and military handbooks [4], the design limit allowable sd.l.a. can be calculated
for first approximation introducing a scatter to the ultimate material allowable sm.u.a. as follows:
sd.l.a. = 0.5 × sm.u.a.

(1)

where the major part of such knockdown factors results from impact induced residual strength.
In addition, stringers are adopted for reinforcing thin walled structures and lightening aeronautical
components [2]. When subject to low energy impacts, disbondings may appear; the punctual load
leads to complex damage mechanics resulting in the separation between the stringer and the hosting
structure which prevents the collaboration between parts with a dangerous drawback for loading
absorbing. To avoid separations overcoming the ultimate length of disconnection, ensuring that
stiffeners and skin are collaborating properly, such disbonding stoppers are usually included into the
design [6]. In fact, connections are indeed necessary where the introduction of composites would avoid
or limit any type of connection between different parts to reduce weight as well as manufacturing and
maintenance costs.
This rough damage tolerance approach therefore further breaks down the benefits encouraging
composites introduction. That is where an integrated structure providing monitoring of critical
components can limit the design allowables to the residual stress or strain associated to the
minimum detectable instead of minimum visible damage. Although this is a very long-term perspective,
the introduction of an effective SHM system may completely change the maintenance strategies which
are actually based on different level of inspections targeted to ensure safety according to the damage
tolerance design criteria. An integrated on demand inspection allowing condition-based maintenance
can increase safety and reduce the aircraft downtime as well [7]. The European Union itself is deeply
involved in research programs dedicated to achieving low-weight aircraft configurations in which the
continuous monitoring is a key concept [8–10]. In fact, SHM integration would enable the reduction of
in-service inspection costs of up to 1% for defect critical structures.
Using permanently distributed sensors, several approaches may be used to interrogate or extract
sensitive data from the integrated structure [11]. Among various techniques, wave propagation
or guided ultrasonic waves (GUWs) techniques respond to the requirements for an integrated and
self-sensed structure. They exploit the propagation and reflection of elastic ultrasonic waves in solids
with the assumption that a hidden flaw in the structure alters their behavior [12]. The pitch–catch
techniques allow excitation of elastic waves at one location (pitch), and sensing at a different location
(catch) by employing piezoelectric devices. Damage and its severity along the wave propagation path
is detected by examining such response in terms of wave characteristics.
It is worth noting that the complex propagation behavior makes reconstructing the real wavefield
from limited resources, namely the few single sensing points, quite difficult. Instead, wave parameters
(signal responses) likely affected by hidden changes in structural characteristics (i.e., damage scenario)
need to be analyzed for damage detection. In addition, propagation complexities introduced by
composites [13] do not allow efficiently using model based approaches. A possible failure would
be detected directly comparing one or more of such parameters with scheduled intervals towards a
“pristine (healthy) configuration”. The comparative analysis provides information about hidden flaws
by means of damage indicators as assessment metrics. Practically, a damage index close to zero suggests
undamaged/healthy structure. Otherwise, a flaw indicator higher than a certain threshold warns
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such a failure. Namely, damage metrics are used to correlate wave behavior to waveguide anomalies
because the response of the structure is not predictable while considering impact on composites [14]
and different features can be extracted as signal response to track changes within the waveguide [15].
Likewise, many algorithms [16,17] and signal processing techniques [18,19] are tailored to work while
varying operative conditions [20] and temperatures [21] are implemented for efficiently monitoring
maintenance-critical structures.
Damage diagnosis is quite complex and strongly affects the remaining life of the structure.
Detection stage is crucial mostly because its reliability allows the further diagnosis stages including
localization and characterization. The target of the system, defined as minimum flaw size detectable
with a certain confidence level, is the key application concern. The Probability of detection analysis [22]
is usually extended to SHM systems to approach this kind of problems. The system quantification
appears mostly affected by the decision level [23] and a threshold identifying technique cannot be
demanded to operator expertise. Unsupervised [24,25] or supervised [26] data processing have been
proposed and can be addressed to enhance the aircraft lifetime management as well [27]. Likewise,
the signal response can be statistically related to the flaw size to assess the severity and size of damage
from damage indicator [22,28]. Hence, a system efficiently warning hidden failures can simultaneously
return the severity of damage. Instead, the flaw localization needs an algorithm opportunely sorting
the data to reconstruct the damage risk.
To achieve the comprehensive diagnosis is crucial to: (i) establish a signal response (metric)
likely affected by flaw occurrence and directly related to its severity; and (ii) locate the damage
estimating at least its coordinates in 2D system. For the first item, the application needs to be
known a priori. Aircrafts show typical damage scenario dealing with low velocity impact induced
failures, whose characteristics mainly depend upon the the impact location. Typically, delaminations
and disbondings are mostly arising, respectively, through multilayered composites at the interface
between two adjacent layers with different fiber orientation and between thin stringer and hosting
structure. Consequently, a SHM methodology aiming to discover and characterize impact induced
damages should be able to monitor both events. To achieve this goal, a guided wave based multi-path
damage detection approach with multi-parameter capabilities is presented and validated in this
work. The reconstruction algorithm, where different features are simultaneously extracted from the
propagating waves, is indeed able to enhance the detectability of several types of damages by using
a single detection framework where the detection is operated via statistical approaches.
2. Materials and Methods
One of the major concerns in SHM is to define an algorithm to relate one or more wave
features (signal response) to damage features (diagnosis) in relation to the desired level of inspection.
In this context, the approach proposed is dedicated to detect and localize damages analyzing direct
propagating waves resorting to a distributed array of ultrasonic sensors. All relevant aspects are
here detailed and a few preliminary results are discussed to highlight critical points, improvements
and capabilities of the resulting methodology, which has been widely validated on several real scale
structures with different damage scenarios.
2.1. Flaw Detection Using Direct Propagating Waves
The detection and localization procedure adopted here requires the ultrasonic interrogation in
“pitch–catch” mode in different operative conditions where the main activities involved can be grouped in:
•
•
•

data acquisition, where the guided waves are recorded during aircraft parking according to the
interrogation mode and stored for analysis;
data processing, which deals with the analysis of stored data to extract features possibly affected
by the damage (signal response);
decision-making process, where the minimum metric associated to a damage with a reasonable
confidence is established; and
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damage reconstruction, which deals with all algorithms aimed at a certain diagnosis, no matter
what is the level of the estimation.

Data acquisition and data processing are mostly related to the wave propagation behavior
while the decision and reconstruction process is strongly related to the reconstruction algorithm
adopted. Discussion about data acquisition is here limited to the description of the measurement setup.
However, it is worth noting that the critical issue is the correct sampling of the guided waves related to
the acquisition and analog to digital (receivers) and digital to analog (transmitter) conversion. In fact,
a poor resolution of time histories reduces the system capabilities. The second item is related to several
signal processing techniques to establish characteristic features of propagating wave which reveal the
interaction with damage [29]. Instead, the latter items are crucial to select all useful data among those
processed and to correctly relate the signal responses to damage features (e.g., occurrence, position,
severity, dimension), as described hereinafter.
2.2. Ultrasonic Metrics
For the sake of the simplicity, it can be asserted that the propagation is always affected
while a detectable damage is encountered. However, non-isotropic media are quite complex
waveguides [13,30] making relating time histories caught in a few single sensing points to propagation,
interaction with, and scattering from such a hidden flaw challenging. As highlighted in Figure 1
for a pitch–catch approach, the acquired signals are merely a synthesis of the wave propagation,
which is reflected in the time history of the high frequency vibration affecting the receiver. Ultrasonic
propagation needs the analysis of specific features (signal responses according to [22]) likely affected
by unforeseen failure. Data analysis from rough signals is a key step for operating an identification
system properly. The appropriate signal processing technique extracts features from the sensor array
and translates the information gathered from single points into a diagnosis including location and/or
severity of damage [31].

Figure 1. Lamb waves response sensed using pitch–catch approach as a synthesis of wave propagation.

In fact, the accuracy and precision of a GUWs-based damage identification approach depends on
the signals captured by several sensors and it is largely subject to their processing and interpretation.
Efficient data processing while using limited resources is demanded to catch crucial yet concise
features from raw signals which are expected to further provide the damage assessment. While the
latter demand deals with the algorithms able to relate signal responses to damage parameters, such
parameters have to be correctly addressed. Several signal processing techniques can be exploited in
relation to the wave feature selected. Such selection depends primarily upon the type of damage to
investigate while interrogating the structure. An impact induced damage can indeed be idealized as a
complex discontinuity distributed through the thickness changing the waveguide characteristics [32].
Lamb waves are quite dispersive at certain frequencies and the interaction with local damage can lead
to a different arrival time with respect to pristine propagation. The group velocity is strongly affected
by those damages which modify the waveguide, while thickness frequency response shows a certain
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gradient. The group velocity results directly from the Time of Flight (ToF) estimating the characteristic
time of the sensed (ts ) and excited (te ) waves, respectively.
ToF = ts − te

(2)

Due to the dispersion restriction, the combination of wave modes, interrogation frequency
and thickness variation strongly affects the detectability varying the time of flight efficiency.
Otherwise, a discontinuity in a waveguide can be modeled as an abrupt change of the local
mechanical impedance [33], where the energy propagating in the media is scattered. Transmitted
and received portions of the energy content of the propagating wave can be monitored using the
pitch–catch approach where such a Transmission Factor (TF) identifies the hidden flaw. To obtain
an interrogation-independent metric, the transmission factor is here defined as the ratio between an
energy parameter E of the sensed and the excited signal, respectively:
TF =

Es
Ee

(3)

Both energy parameter and characteristic time can be computed by means of Short Time Fourier
Transform (STFT) of the digitized signal (see Equation (4))
+∞

STFT { x (t)} (t, ω ) = X (ω, t) =

∑

X (t) ω (t − τ ) e jωt

(4)

t→−∞

where x (t) is the discrete signal and ω (t) is the window function, chosen here as Hanning function,
used to select a subset of samples to be further processed with Fourier transform using a certain
overlap [34]. This function ensures low aliasing a with slightly lower resolution. The amplitude of the
Power Spectral Density PSD calculated with Equation (4) identifies the energy content of the selected
Lamb wave mode exploited in Equation (3) and the characteristic time exploited in Equation (2). It is
worth noting that the ratio between excited and sensed wave in Equation (3) allows neglecting every
dependence upon discrete transformation included in Equation (4) (e.g., ω (t) and τ). For arrival time,
the STFT approach is usually preferred because of the double feature obtained preventing further
processing for cross correlation analysis which has been proven to lead to quite close results.
When the damage occurs, the wave transmitted over the flaw results from a complex interaction
which is characterized by the scattering of the incident guided mode into propagating and
non-propagating evanescent modes [35], including mode conversion in the case of multi-modal
waves (e.g., Lamb waves). In fact, to account for every change in the complex wave packet sensed
rather than the interrogating mode selected, the parameter should account for the entire diagnostic
signal. For the latter demand, the wave energy E is a key feature and it can be computed in its
generalized version [36] analyzing the time or spectral domain following Equation (5).
+∞

E=

∑

−∞

x ( t )2 =

+∞

∑ |X (ω )|2

(5)

−∞

Because the primary measurements acquired are time limited signals, it is worth noting that the
time analysis is adopted to maximize the accuracy. In addition, sensing the wave from t0 (trigger time)
to t f in (observation time), the dependences upon time limited analysis can be neglected using damage
indicators as comparative features.
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The damage-related metric can be finally computed following Equation (6), where the extracted
feature f (scalar quantity), chosen among Equations (2), (3) and (5) or others, is evaluated on pristine
( f B ) and currently operating ( f C ) structures separately to assess the damage indicator.
DI ( f ) =

| fC − f B |
fB

(6)

2.3. Multi-Path Reconstruction Principles
When the features are extracted from wave signals, a key procedure regards the decision making
approach, where the changes detected in the guided waves are defined sufficient enough to identify
any damage. The autonomous identification of failure is itself the determination of a threshold
level efficiently warning the presence of damage. Hence, a non-arbitrary decision procedure which
does not rely on the expertise of any operator is crucial. The results below the decision level are then
censured and, when available, those above the threshold are analyzed to further locate and characterize
the failure.
In detail, the detection approach is based on a multi-path analysis in which lines of sight between
every actuator–receiver pair are exploited to obtain a set of independent interrogations, whose post
processing returns the several features described. Using a cluster with a limited number of sources, it is
indeed possible to define a discrete number of paths affected by damage emerging at the surrounding
area [37]. The same approach can be used also in complex structures as depicted in Figure 2 where
a double-line array of sensors is adopted to monitor the stringer in a stiffened structure. If one damage
indicator exceeds the threshold, the path is indeed affected by damage and classified as damaged
by the system. A few selected paths are classified among all possible propagation paths using the
decisional step. Those ones are used for the localization presented in Section 2.5. It is supposed
that paths crossing the damages area are affected by stiffness variation which results in a different
vibration response reflected within the signals. Otherwise, paths crossing far from damaged area are
not affected because no stiffness variation is present. Consequently, the damage index theoretically
vanishes when signals are sensed on the same structural condition. However, repeating measurements
leads to slightly different results with nonzero value of DI, [38], demanding a specific decision tool
using prediction techniques to define the minimum indicator value warning the presence of a damage.

Figure 2. Transmitter-receiver paths for double-line array configuration around stringer in a stiffened structure.
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2.4. Decision-Making Approach
The decision-making procedure can be statistically addressed; damage detection is achieved
when measurements return damage metrics exceeding the threshold according to a certain confidence
level. In fact, decisional phase combines knowledge and uncertainties due to random and systematic
variability in measurements. To prevent the misinterpretation of those changes revealed by the dynamic
response of the structure, statistics allows the classification of the wave parameters ensuring a certain
degree of confidence. Various approaches are available in the literature to define a discriminating
threshold by unsupervised learning mode and using central statistics [39] or outliers analysis [24,40–42].
The main issue is to ensure that the extreme values are properly estimated because there the data
from pristine and altered condition may be very close. Furthermore, threshold determination can be
obtained by supervised approach using previous observations or simulations. In many investigations,
disturbances resulting from inputs and environmental variation are introduced numerically to achieve
the threshold level estimated in the next measurements [26,43,44] at the cost of analysis which are
often too much intensive.
To account such a variability due to the non-repeatability and noise of measurements, a prediction
interval can be more simply estimated according to the definition of a normal distribution. In this
case, an appropriate hypothesis test is required to classify the feature distribution while no damage is
indeed present in the structure. The damage indicator that returns from that analysis measures the
noise level instead of the damage level. Then, the Gauss bound is estimated to discern the damaged
condition from the noise. When the damage is present, the feature is expected to be above the estimated
upper bound level. In this context, an effective discrimination of sensitive signals can be reached even
with few samples and less effort using parametric statistics such as a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test [45].
An example of such application is successfully presented in Figure 3 where the energy based metric is
parametrically defined together with the threshold level, Ith :
Ith = µ + k · σ

(7)

where µ is the estimated mean value and σ is the estimated standard deviation of the noise. The k
factor defines the bounds of the prediction interval and it depends on the significance level chosen in
accordance with normal distribution. With the probability of 1 − α, every sample xi of the population
X (i.e., DS population) is in the range defined by statistical bounds. For the sake of the clarity, for a
normally distributed noise, the threshold level fixed as µ + 1.96 · σ provides a 97.5% prediction interval.
If the damage indicator lies below that value, there is 97.5% confidence in stating that no damage
is indeed occurring. Likewise, a damage index higher than that limit returns a 97.5% confidence in
stating that the damage is present.
This prediction analysis returns a statistically meaningful threshold only when a certain
variability is present in the signal response. However, when a discrete transformation is computed
(see Equation (4)), signal processing of experimental data demonstrates that uncertainties are hidden
by the time–frequency discretization; the metric is classified in larger ranges whose extremes
(discrete metric) prevent the statistical analysis of such data. To overcome this lack of applicability,
the Acoustic Reciprocity Theorem is proposed in an unsupervised learning mode to discern noise from
signal response when any variability is not identified from statistics. The Betti reciprocal theorem [2]
applied to ultrasonic fields suggests that the signal response related to the direct wave should not
be dependent upon the direction of wave propagation in pristine condition. Hence, exciting Lamb
waves with a transducer located in A and sensing the wave propagation with the sensor located in B
(see Figure 4), the system should return some features that are equal to those extracted from signal
recorded by a sensor located in A while exciting propagation with a transducer located in B.
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Figure 3. Kolmogorov–Smirnov testing: Comparison between analytical and experimental cumulative
distribution functions of the signal response noise in a composite panel without defect [37].

Figure 4. According to Betti reciprocal theorem applied to direct wavefield, the same relative influence
is found considering A-B and B-A pairs.

Measurements and data processing show that this principle is not satisfied even when any damage
is not indeed present in the structure [15,38]. In addition, this consideration is applied to different
transmitter–sensor couples so that the lack of agreement is still present when a nearly repeatability
of extracted features is obtained. Thus, the reciprocity mismatch is considered here due to such
uncertainties affecting damage detection. It simply provides the decision value as the maximum
difference between the same feature observed along the two propagation directions.
2.5. Reconstruction Algorithm
The identification of damage is the first diagnostic output achievable with a SHM system, warning
the presence of a damage. With a statistical correlation, the signal response can be related to the
severity of damage [22], but it does not provide any information about its location. Using several
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signal processing techniques, the detection approach described in Section 2.4 aims to select those
paths affected by such a damage. The last result can be used to locate the damage using an opportune
reconstruction scheme aimed to assess the risk to have a damage in a specific location. Since the
identification is provided with the threshold definition, the location of damage is estimated as the
location with the highest risk. The information contained after data processing is related to the paths
and it is necessary to get that knowledge on the structure via developing an image depicting the
position of damage. Many image techniques to investigate the region surrounded by an array of
transducers have been developed in the past years in this field as reported in [46]. One of such
techniques is the guided wave based tomography where certain features of a wave mode or of a sensed
signal are used as input to create an image of the area for damage detection. Discretized the structure
to be monitored in finite elements (see Figure 5), it is possible to define two different types of mesh:
(i) the structural mesh, where the health information is desired; and (ii) the SHM mesh, where that
information is primarily known. Depending on the relation between them, it is possible to broadly
group several techniques in:
•
•

mesh-based approaches, where SHM data are directly obtained on the structural mesh
(i.e., the SHM mesh corresponds to the structural mesh [18]); and
meshless approaches, where the SHM data are obtained in points not previously known and
interpolated on the structural mesh (i.e., the SHM mesh does not match with the structural
mesh [47]).

The first approach usually requires a heavy computational effort accounting for each point the
effect of all possible paths resorting to a decreasing probability far from their line of sight [16].

Figure 5. Circular sensors cluster with all interrogating paths (a). Representation of a typical bi-parametric
structural mesh (b). Selected paths (light grey lines) and their intersections (sparse black points) are
highlighted in the background.

To reduce the efforts demanded by a mesh-based probabilistic formulation, the effect of selected
paths is here considered in a different way. From their intersection, few emerging points create the SHM
mesh where structural condition is parameterized according the average value of DI at intersecting
lines of sight. The coordinates of such resulting nodes, whose weight is the resulting DI, can be passed
on to an algorithm which estimates the the impact point through such a tomographic representation of
damaged area. Several image processing techniques can be exploited to portray the health status from
scattered data points to the structural mesh and they can broadly classified as:
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discrete approach;
spatial interpolation; and
nodal density.

With the former approach, scattered data formally constitute a discrete system. The damage
location is estimated considering the centroid of the SHM mesh where he weight of every discrete
point is mainly the DI which returns at the emerging node. The barycentric information is estimated
first via weighted averaging algorithms. Accordingly, the damage location is then defined as the point
CG = ( xCG ; yCG ) in the Cartesian reference. The geometric extrapolation of the coordinates (CGG ) is
carried out as follows:
s
s
xG =

∑in=1 f i

n

∏ xi i ,
f

yG =

i =1

∑in=1 f i

n

∏ yi i
f

(8)

i =1

while the arithmetic coordinates (CG A ) are given by:
xG =

∑in=1 xi · f i
,
∑in=1 f i

yG =

∑in=1 yi · f i
∑in=1 f i

(9)

where f i is the weight of the ith node, namely the damage indicator.
Otherwise, considering that each node of the SHM mesh contains structural information about
the surrounding area according to the emerging damage indicators, the damage can be located fitting
a surface on the scattered data. The scattered data are interpolated to smooth the surface on to
the supporting (structural) mesh which returns the risk to having a damage in a specific location.
The highest risk is thus associated to the impact position. Likewise, the latter approach enables the
density of the SHM mesh as the key feature to be interpolated and provides the damage risk. It mainly
accounts that the greater is the number of points, the higher the probability is to have damage in the
concerned area. Returning a sort of damage risk map, the last two approaches provide such a global
reconstruction rather than merely the localization of hidden diagnosed with the first approach. In both
cases, the reconstruction returns a rapidly decreasing risk moving away from the SHM mesh whose
main criteria are itemized below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The damage risk is estimated on the area enclosed by the sensors which are employed to set
boundary conditions for the interpolation.
The data below the threshold do not affect the interpolation because are censured by the
decision-making approach.
Every isolated path which is not intersecting at least another path does not affect the localization.
The peak of smoothed function returns the damage position whose coordinates are used to
estimate the impact location.

It is worth noting that a node of the SHM mesh affects only the surrounding area according to
the specific scheme adopted for the interpolation. Here, the imaging is carried out using spline-based
algorithm, typically suited for image processing when few data are supposed to be available.
In the next section, several results are described. A first analysis based on numerical data is presented
to demonstrate and overcome a few shortcomings of the proposed methodology. Interpolation is
improved weighting the effect of DIs merging the nodal density approach to the images obtained with
a single parameter interpolation. The final improvement is obtained resorting to a normalization and
further data fusion to obtain the multi-path and multi-parameter approach called MP2 and based on
meshless reconstruction. The results are finally compared with those obtained using literature mesh
based “benchmarks” improved by resorting to the same multi-parameter approach. After validating
the reliability and efficiency of the MP2 system, real scale structures are monitored with the MP2
approach to detect and localize both delamination-like structures and stiffener disbondings.
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3. Results
3.1. Setup
The structural health monitoring based on guided wave propagation is here operated through
several steps, which are the same whether simulations or experiments are considered. The structure is
simulated/integrated with several PZTs to constitute the active diagnostic cluster of sensors where
multiple datasets are then extracted. To get all data, the multipath guided wave propagation is activated
first on the pristine structure and then on the current (damaged) structure. The currently operating
structure is obtained by introducing a barely visible damage to simulate the airplane-in-service
when cracks can initiate and propagate. The data are thus post processed with the comparative
multi-parameter analysis and the damage is reconstructed where any damage indicator is found to
overcome the threshold. A 4.5 sine-cycles windowed burst excited at low-ultrasound frequencies
is adopted as diagnostic wave to mostly excite the A0 mode and extract the described features.
That mode is selected as interrogation mode instead of S0 or SH0 modes because more tuned with
the type of sensors employed at low ultrasound frequencies. The sketch of the processes followed
during experiments is reported in Figure 6 where the modeling of Structure, PZTs and damage is
highlighted with multiple option according to how the datasets are extracted. Those are where the
experiments and simulation are indeed different. To achieve a correlation between measurements
and simulation, the methodology already developed for this type of damage and validated in [32] is
successfully adopted.

Figure 6. Scheme followed during experiment.

3.2. Validation of Multi-Parameter Analysis
While exciting low ultrasound, only the fundamental Lamb wave modes (A0 (antisymmetric) and
S0 (symmetric)) are excited. Whereas antisymmetric mode appears more tuned, group velocity and
transmission factor of the A0 mode are typically evaluated by processing recorded signals. Instead,
the energy content integrated over time allows accounting for the effect of the damage on several
propagating modes. Comparing signals, only a few paths among those defined by all possible sensors
pairs are selected as those affected by the damage. Summarizing preliminary results for the sake of
conciseness, it is worth noting that impact induced damage can be typically identified and localized
using the approach proposed in the previous section even where a minimum number of emerging
nodes results from decision-making approach. For several features, only the DIs higher than the
respective threshold currently suggest the presence of the damage and the impact location is predicted
with a negligible error compared to the size of the damage. Furthermore, the impact location predicted
with discrete approach falls exactly in the area with greater probability of damage appearance.
Although a very simple, faster (compared with other image reconstruction algorithms) and
effective approach has been obtained including discrete analysis and spatial interpolation to improve
hidden flaw localization after the decision-making approach, few criticality aspects have been detected
with the aid of numerical simulations as well.
•

Phantom damages: Several spots in the image may suggest damage where no failure is present.
This event happens when few nodes in the SHM mesh are emerging far from the damage due to
the intersection of most affected paths among those selected. The high DI level associated to those
paths induces a high risk to a single node which is indeed far from damage location.
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Feature sensitivity: Due to the complex behavior of wave propagation and the statistical
decision-making approach, a few paths that should be affected by the damage show a response
suggesting no change in the structure. Otherwise, relevant changes in signal response can be
detected even when no such a damage affects the correspondent line of sight. This happens
especially when time of flight associated with low dispersivity of A0 mode is adopted to detect
changes in the waveguide.

About the first item, it is worth noting that the most critical area (damage) corresponds always
to the area with the largest number of neighboring nodes in the SHM mesh. This remark suggests to
resort to nodal density as damage metric, i.e. the greater is the number of nodes, the higher is the risk
to have damage in the neighboring area. Namely, an isolated spot with very high damage indicator
may return false alarm. Conversely, the large number of emerging nodes with a damage indicator
exceeding threshold returns the damage diagnosis with higher reliability.
The output of a numerical simulation is considered hereinafter to analyze such aspects and to
establish a reliable solution to be further validated on real scale components. In detail, the structure
considered is a 6 mm-thick bay of a tapered wing panel designed for a lower wing panel discretized
resorting to 600 mm × 600 mm × 6 mm composite plate made of carbon-epoxy material typically
adopted in the aeronautical sector on which 12 PZT disks made of soft material PIC 255 by
Physik Instrumente are mounted and arranged in a circular network. The plate is laminated using
unidirectional laminae with fibers along 0◦ (UD) and biaxial laminae with orientation 0◦ /90◦ (B)
and ±45◦ (B45) which are stacked between 5Harness (5H) external plies according to the stacking
sequence [5H/B45/U/B/U/B45/U/B]s . The plies are discretized as single layers modeling the
material properties reported in Table 1 and material orientation according to the defined layup.
Table 1. Elastic properties of graphite-epoxy laminae adopted for the 6 mm-thick composite plate.
Properties

G12

ρ [kg/m3 ]
E1 [MPa]
E2 [MPa]
E3 [MPa]
= G13 = G23 [MPa]
ν12 = ν13 = ν23

Biaxial

Uniaxial

5Harness

1790
81,000
81,000
8800
4100
0.31

1790
152,000
8800
8800
4100
0.31

1770
158,420
8800
8800
3600
0.31

The wave propagation is simulated by using equivalent single layer approach [13] and the
damage is discretized decreasing the mechanical properties around the impact [32]. The noise is then
mathematically introduced into the signals to simulate the decision-making approach. As anticipated
above, Figure 7a shows that the phantom damages are located in a sparsely populated area.
This evidence confirms the hypothesis about the critical role of the nodal density. Furthermore,
it can be confirmed as a lack of the reconstruction technique appearing appearing even while resorting
to simulations. The SHM mesh indeed consists of nodes emerging from the intersection of those paths
affected by the damage occurrence according to the decision-making output. It may happen that
two selected paths strongly affected by the hidden failure (i.e., they return a high damage indicator)
intersect each other in an area far away from the real damage location. Thus, an isolated spot arises
around that location, generating a lack of the reliability. To reduce such a false alarm in damage
prediction, the density of the SHM mesh can be calculated for each node resorting to the distance
between that node and the others as follows:
q
∑nj=1 ( xi − x j )2 + (yi − y j )2
1
=
, i 6= j and i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n
(10)
fi
n−1
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where f i is the density parameter of the ith node and and n is the number of SHM nodes. Then,
the parameter is normalized in order to do not affect the DI scale as follows:
f¯i =

fi
,
( f i )max

i = 1, 2, . . . , n

(11)

Such a densi f ication factor is preferred here rather than a classic density definition because it allows
addressing such a weight for each node: the higher is the inverse of the average distance obtained, the
greater is the number of nodes in the surrounding area. Instead, to construct another image, a new
damage index is formulated as:
DIiw = f¯i · DIi
(12)
where DIi is the damage index value assigned to the ith node after decision making phase. The DIiw
is thus preferred because it incorporates the severity of damage (DIi ) with the density of emerging
nodes in the surrounding area ( f i ). The ability to eliminate phantom damages is depicted in Figure 7b,
where any indecision in the damage reconstruction is overcome, without giving up the information
about the gravity of damage. In this case, the probability of a false alarm due to the occurrence of
phantom damage rapidly decreases.

Figure 7. Tomographic analysis of the numerical test-case: reconstruction of damage based on energy
level (a); and reconstruction of damage based on weighted energy level (b).

The second item regards the sensitivity of the specific feature to a specific damage. Due to the
wide range of variables involved (frequency, thickness, multimode, dispersion, damage scenarios,
etc.), establishing the relation between a classified damage and the effectiveness of a single feature
is often complex. Every feature extracted from wave modes has its own detection capability for
a specific damage considered. Generally, damage indicators based on wave energy content analysis in
time domain are quite effective for detection and localization especially while accounting all modes,
echoes and reflections affected by the failure. On the other hand, when the energy based feature
accounts the entire wave signal, it strongly reflects the noise and the threshold, which is usually very
high, and may censure also useful data. The same discussion can be pointed out for the transmission
factor based damage index. Although it is likewise effective, it is affected by those echoes and waves
appearing in the signal with the same frequency which introduce distortion in the wave spectrum.
Otherwise, a different discussion lies in the time of flight parameter because it is connected to dispersive
behavior of selected wave mode which strongly depends upon the frequency thickness. This feature
indeed appears effective while decreasing the thickness of the structure and the efficiency is strongly
reduced with thicker solids. In addition, its efficiency is related to the ratio between damage dimension
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and path length; the local effect of hidden failure is indeed mitigated by the entire propagation path
between the couple of sensors.
Among those explained, the most striking result deals with such dispersive behavior, which
affects the localization of damage using ToF single-parameter representation. Figure 8a shows the
result obtained with the ToF damage index This lack of agreement while processing wave velocity
is due to the fact that the A0 mode shows low dispersive behavior around 60 kHz, the frequency
chosen to optimize the signal response of the antisymmetric mode. Emerging even when propagating
waves are simulated, such result is mostly due to the parameter selection rather than to uncertainties
in measurements.

Figure 8. Tomographic analysis of the numerical test-case: map of damage based on single ToF (a);
and multi-parameter (b) approach.

However, a SHM system should be oriented to find the more reliable and general purpose
identification rather than the more reliable feature according to the specific case. In addition,
an autonomous decision-making approach does not allow improving results by changing the
decision level. Decisional procedure indeed affects and tightly correlates probability of false alarm
and probability of detection. When defined the system target, the probability of detection (POD) is
directly connected with safety and the operative costs due to the downtime decreases according with
the probability of false alarm (PFA) [27]. Thus, while increasing the threshold, the PFA decreases
(desirable) and the probability of missed detection increases, which means a decreasing POD
(undesirable). Otherwise, the system can be enhanced by improving the system response. Several
features parameters can be weighted and combined (data fusion) after decision-making to increase
the robustness of the system versus the damage characteristics. Although probabilistic reconstruction
is a consolidated approach for GUWs-based damage detection [16], there are few studies in which
resulting reconstruction images for the same structural state are fused to improve damage localization
and background noise [20]. The data fusion here is carried out resorting to the following steps:
•
•
•
•

(i) weighting procedure according to Equation (12) for each parameter extracted from traveling
waves and selected by decision-making step;
(ii) interpolation of damage according to each feature on the structural mesh (single parameter approach);
(iii) normalization of data obtained on that mesh; and
(iv) data fusion for the multi-parameter representation of damage.

The result obtained with data fusion of normalized weighted DIs is depicted in Figure 8 where
the misleading interpretation of the ToF based reconstruction (Figure 8a) is clearly smoothed by
introducing the multi-parameter approach (Figure 8b) including all of the three features considered.
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To establish the effectiveness of the MP2 meshless methodology, the results obtained are compared
with a classic mesh-based approach where the damage index is evaluated in the same way for every
path depicted in Figure 9a. Then, the damage probability index ( DPI ) is calculated in every point of
structural mesh shown in Figure 9b resorting to a decreasing probability function based on a nonlinear
definition of a distance Index (dI ), which establishes the effect of the path on its surrounding area.
The effect induced by the ith path to the specific point P of the structural mesh is addressed as follows:
DPIi ( P) = dIi ( P) · DIi

(13)

where DIi is the damage index of ith path and dIi ( P) is the distance index between that path and
point P calculated according to enable a specific decreasing probability. To obtain the classic elliptical
reconstruction [18], for each point P, the distance δi ( P) is calculated from the distances between that
node and the sensors connected by the ith path. The distance index is then evaluated following
Equation (14) where β is a scale parameter (i.e., it defines the farther influence of a path) to improve
the reconstruction after being calibrated on a well-known condition. Finally, the DPI of the point P is
evaluated accounting for the effects of every selected path induced on the point P and normalizing
such overall value for further data fusion according to the multi-parameter approach.
dIi ( P) =

β − δi ( P)
,
β−1

δi ( P) ≤ βdIi ( P) = 0,

δi ( P) ≥ β

(14)

The results obtained with mesh based and meshless multi-parameter (MP2 ) approach are reported
in Figure 10. Figure 10a shows a mesh-based reconstruction and returns damage identification and
localization without uncertainties. Figure 10b shows the reconstruction of the meshless-based diagnosis,
where the density weight is able to restrict the localization around the damage location. From the
comparison, it is worth noting that a similar reasonable result can be obtained with the meshless
approach with less computational cost needed.

Figure 9. Cluster of sensor with all passible propagation paths (a); and typical mesh for mesh-based
reconstruction approach (b).
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Figure 10. Tomographic analysis of the numerical test-case: mesh based multi-parameter approach (a);
and MP2 meshless image reconstruction (b).

3.3. Delamination Detection in Complex Structures
The MP2 methodology described in the previous section is employed and validated on real scale
structures designed for the outer wing box of a commercial aircraft (see Figure 11). For the sake of
the conciseness, the effects of several improvements in the MP2 system are not further discussed by
using measurement datasets. The results obtained through numerical simulations are even confirmed
by the experiments, where the multi parameter approach is able to enhance the detectability of the
multipath analysis. About the structure, the same material and similar thicknesses of the composite
plate discretized in the virtual environment are designed for the wing component. In addition, several
stringers are inserted for stiffening the thin walled structure according to the actual aerospace advanced
structural design [2].

Figure 11. Lower wing panel mounted on the outer wing box of a commercial aircraft. Structural and
impacts details used for the design of the SHM configuration. Red crosses represent impact locations
while capitalized letters label the monitored area whose SHM analysis is reported afterwards.

Before monitoring the structure, the wave behavior of the A0 mode is investigated on a flat area
of the lower wing panel where a similar thickness (about 6 mm) and stacking sequence is present
([5H/B45/U/B/U/B45/U/B]s ). The dispersion curves depicted in Figure 12a confirm the low
dispersivity discussed in the previous section along principal direction of propagation. Furthermore,
there is n strong dependence of the group velocity upon the direction of propagation. This result is
mostly due to the thick plate and the complex stacking sequence which is inclined to a quasi-isotropic
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configuration. Otherwise, the tuning of the anti-symmetric mode is strongly dependent upon the
frequency of excitation showing the classic bend bell curve in Figure 12b.

Figure 12. Dispersion (a); and tuning (b) characteristics of the A0 Lamb wave mode travelling through
the 6 mm composite media.

The SHM system is expected to monitor critical components of the entire structure, including
thin bays (delamination detection) and stiffened area (disbonding detection). Hence, several bays of
the structure are sensorized with clusters of PZTs bonded on the inner surface to perform condition
monitoring when the wing box is correctly assembled and mounted on the aircraft. The sensors
distribution, for each group and for each bay, is defined according to: (i) the potential critical impact
locations during lifetime; and (ii) the wave propagation directionality analysis. Figure 11 shows in
detail the critical impact points selected which are reported on the inner side of the lower wing panel.
The structure includes three different thicknesses zones and transition areas with an inhomogeneous
distribution inside each bay with respect to the nominal value of 8.3 mm. The other identified thickness
values are 12.5 mm below the T-shaped stringers, 10 mm in the left thin walled bay, and 6.4 mm in the
remaining bays where the ramp is depicted. According to the described setup, the aircraft operative life
is simulated through impact tests on the lower wing panel after wing-box assembly stage. The complex
test article constraint system (when mounted on the wing-box) and the inhomogeneous distribution of
thickness require impact energy calibration tests suggesting the energy level to obtain barely visible
damages. The experimental calibrated energies found are:
•
•
•

60 J for 6.4 mm thickness;
90 J for 8.3 mm thickness; and
100–110 J for 10 mm thickness.

After energy impact calibration, the baseline ultrasonic data are acquired and scheduled impacts
are performed through drop weight test. Each impacted area reveals the presence of barely visible
damages when inspected with nondestructive ultrasonic phased array tests which are adopted for
detailed inspection in the aeronautical sector. Finally, the current ultrasonic data are acquired for
further post processing.
Figure 13 shows one of the sensor clusters adopted to monitor delamination-like damages in
flat thin walled composite. Several PZT transducers are located on the independent bay delimited
by stringer, ribs and corner. The energy released by a low velocity impact occurring at the internal
area may lead to a barely visible set of delaminations between several layers which are stacking the
flat structure.
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Figure 13. Sensor clusters adopted to monitor delamination-like damages in flat thin walled composite (Area A in
Figure 11).

The damage identification is here strongly challenging due to the complex wave propagation
behavior in real composite aerostructures characterized by varying thicknesses and layups, stiffeners
and holes. Besides the monitored area, the remaining part of the sketched section is quite
complex, showing ramp links towards stringer and ribs which strongly affects the wave propagation.
In Figure 14, the noise introduced in the signals and the several modes and echoes recorded are
quite evident. Different response of pristine and currently damaged structure is even evident while
considering time of flight and transmission (amplitude) of A0 mode as well as generalized energy of
the entire signal.

Figure 14. Typical time history of the propagating wave captured at sensor location. Several modes
and reflections propagating at frequency of 60 KHz.

A 4.5-sine-cycle windowed burst with a frequency of 60 KHz is adopted as diagnostic wave
to achieve a trade off between tuning of A0 mode and time shift between fundamental modes.
The monitoring is operated by interrogating the structure before and after low energy impacts
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simulated on the structure employing a drop weight machine. Despite the complex operative
conditions in which the system worked, the damage reconstruction approach appears to be able
to determine the damage location, even though some ghost areas (phantom damages) are often present,
especially processing a single parameter without accounting the density of emerging nodes in the
SHM mesh. However, the introduction of the density parameter to weight damage indicators highly
reduces the presence of those areas and increases the reliability of the system. In addition, the results
can be enhanced with the multi-parameter analysis by performing the image fusion of the various
damage reconstructions using the same supporting mesh grid. It is worth noting that the best results
in terms of localization are always achieved by the data fusion of all different damage parameters (i.e.,
signal energy level, time of flight and transmission factor), as reported in Figure 15, which shows the
diagnosis of the flat area (A) depicted in Figure 13.

Figure 15. MP2 damage detection of flat thin walled composite sketched in Figure 13 (Area A).

Another test case is sketched in Figure 16, where another bay of the wing panel is characterized
by thinner inner area connected to a thicker plate on which several stiffeners are bonded. Two different
impact damages are investigated in this case: one occurring on the thinner area and the other occurring
below the right ramp. Both damages are simulated with a drop weight test and the diagnosis is
separately carried out sorting the appropriate sensor configuration as depicted in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Sensor clusters adopted to monitor delamination-like damages in tapered thin walled
composite (Area B in Figure 11).
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In both cases, the MP2 approach is able to correctly detect and localize the presence of the
damage as reported in Figure 17. Even when the ramp is strongly complicating the wave propagation,
the system does not show any indecision in localization while accounting for the density of emerging
nodes and data fusion for the final reconstruction. The damage decision approach is indeed able to
sort those paths that are mostly affected by the emerging flaw while the multi-parameter approach is
able to provide a reliable localization.

Figure 17. MP2 damage detection of tapered thin walled composite sketched in Figure 16 (Area B).

3.4. Disbonding Detection in Complex Structures
A distributed cluster of sensors used to detect propagating wave through pitch–catch approach
consists of a sensor configuration asclosed pattern or sensor matrix, where the sensors constitute
a polygonal geometry. While monitoring a possible disbonding between stringer and thin walled
composite structure, the wave propagating directly along transducers path is recorded for all possible
pairs located on the opposite sides of the stiffener (see Figure 2). Stringer, structure and their interface
are indeed expected to affect the paths crossing the damage. With meshless approach, the SHM mesh
is constructed restoring DI datasets on the intersections defined after decisional step. The results
are further interpolated to transfer health information to the structural mesh according to required
resolution. A damage index approach can be efficiently employed even in this case because the
wave propagating over the stringer behaves in completely different manner when the stringer is
disconnected rather than bonded to the hosting structure [48]. In the latter, the wave mostly penetrates
into the stringer and then is scattered back to the source location. A small amount of the energy
is transmitted through the stiffener and reaches the sensors on the other side. When the stringer
is completely detached, the wave travels in the thin walled structures without interacting with the
stiffener. When a low velocity impact occurs below the stringer feet, usually the load partially
disconnects the parts jointed together. While interrogating the structure, a portion of the energy is
transmitted behind the stringer due to the wave propagating in the plate and the remaining part
of the energy is reflected due to the wave penetrating into the stringer. Hence, the configuration in
Figure 2 allows detecting and locating the damage using the decision-making step to select the paths
affected by the hidden flaw and the dedicated algorithm to localize the damage from DI datasets,
namely exploiting the paradigms of the MP2 approaches. Namely, the approach proposed in the
previous section for delamination-like damage identification in flat plates is merely extended to
stiffened panels for disbonding detection. To demonstrate the feasibility of this global approach for
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further detecting the disbonding, another section of the same structure (Area C) is instrumented as
sketched in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Sensor clusters adopted to monitor disbondings in stiffened thin walled composite (Area C
in Figure 11).

The thin walled structure is thick 6 mm and shows a ramp connecting flat parts to the stringer leg
where the hosting structures is thick 8 mm as the leg and the web. The same interrogation procedure is
adopted before and after a low velocity impact calibrated to lead to a disbonding. The MP2 diagnosis is
reported in Figure 19, showing the disbonding diagnosis of the meshless approach. The reconstruction
is based on the multi-parameter approach where the first antisymmetric mode (A0 ) of propagating
Lamb waves is mostly excited. The impact location is depicted as well, showing the very marginal error
obtained. The map shows increasing risk where the structure is disbonded , achieving both its detection
and localization. The MP2 approach returns a negligible impact localization error when compared
with the real disbonding extent. It is indeed about 35 mm, as assessed with classic ultrasonic NDT.

Figure 19. MP2 diagnosis of the stringer disbonding occurred below the stringer web depicted in
Figure 18 (Area C).
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Another stiffened plate (Area D) is monitored as depicted in Figure 20 by using a non-regular
cluster of sensors. In this case, the thin walled structure hosting the stringer has a constant thickness
(8 mm). The stiffened area is characterized by the stringer legs directly connected to the surface
without any ramp link. Otherwise, one of the depicted bays shows an hole very close to the stringer
which prevents the design of a regular cluster of PZTs and strongly complicates the wave propagation.
The damage is here simulated with loading the lower leg of the stringer to localize the damage only
lower side of the stringer. No matter what the geometry and complexities are, the MP2 approach is
able to correctly detect and locate the stringer disbonding. The result depicted in Figure 21 shows the
reasonable result obtained in terms of localization even when a very complex geometry is considered.
Furthermore, the diagnosis correctly suggests the leg which is currently damaged.

Figure 20. Sensor clusters adopted to monitor disbondings in stiffened thin walled composite ( Area D
in Figure 11).

Figure 21. MP2 diagnosis of the stringer disbonding occurred below a stringer leg depicted in Figure 20
(Area D).
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4. Discussion and Concluding Remarks
The work deals with efficient identification and localization of damage in complex composite
structures by allowing a multi-path and multi-parameter approach. Despite the different and less
regular geometries involved compared to flat composite plates, the tomographic method based on
unsupervised threshold definition and multi-parameter processing does not show any indecision in
detecting and locating the impact damages. Good results are obtained even while reconstructing
damaged area where thickness ramps are present as well as where holes and stiffeners are
located near the monitored area. The results reported show the effectiveness of the implemented
approach combining mesh-less reconstruction from statistical selection of propagation paths with
multi-parameter analysis and data fusion techniques to provide higher levels of probability of detection
for all the investigated damage scenarios. Furthermore, the result is often even more promising than
that of conventional mesh-based approaches with fewer computational costs possible. It is worth
noting that the methodology proposed is here applied to aeronautical structures, where the SHM has
been demonstrated to improve the performances and the operations. However, it can be applied to
monitor all types of structures, including isotropic and anisotropic components. The MP2 framework
presented in this work is indeed general while the features affected by the hidden flaw can be addressed
to the appropriate event-induced damage (i.e., impact rather than fatigue-induced damage or others).
In addition, although impacts may randomly occur, it is worth noting that the position is a priori
established to make more challenging the investigation and the central location is likely chosen because:
(i) that area is characterized by less dense mesh; and (ii) the closer the damage is to the sensors, the more
accurate is the reconstruction [49].
One of the more challenging aspects is the robustness of the methodology versus number of
sensors adopted, which may also varying during the system lifetime. Sensors may fail due to the
harsh condition that they have to withstand [50,51] and a self diagnosis approach should be integrated
together with a health management strategy continuously pursuing the minimum target to achieve
the prescribed POD. This means that the effect of missing sensors has to be addressed a priori to
continuously predict the minimum detectable damage. On the other hand, the impact of SHM
systems strongly depends upon the weight introduced into the monitored vehicle. Although PZT
sensors are much lighter than classic probes, they need connections, wiring and driving hardware
to be mounted on the aircraft. This means that a reliability oriented approach is needed to have the
minimum detectable damage very close to the system target to minimize the weight by using as few as
sensors possible.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are wisely used in this manuscript:
SHM
NDT
GW
PZT
POD
PFA

Structural Health Monitoring
Non destructive Testing
Guided Wave
Lead zirconate titanate (piezoelectric material)
Probability of detection
Probability of false alarm
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